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                                                                 Abstract 

The world today stands in chaos and disorder. It is evident that there is not a day passes by 

without an indication that the statuesquo is falling apart. In the bipolar order, the world is 

divided into two camps, mainly of capitalist and communist ideologies neither of which is 

sufficient source of peace and security. Of course, both of these ideologies are rather fatal to 

the peace and progress of humanity. The crisis facing the mankind today can only be 

overcome by the evolution or resuscitation of a civilization which is based on the teachings 

of the Shariah. In actual fact, the only hope that humanity has at this point in time is the 

adoption of a strong, virile Islamic ideology being the only one that is free from all defects, 

devoid of all additives, far from exaggeration and negligence. 
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Introduction  

The essence of creating man is to serve God (Allah). Unfortunately, man is prone to 

deviation from he is more than anything contentious. Allah has sent prophets and messengers 

with lots of instructions to control man‟s behaviour. The seal of these prophets was the 

Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), who came with the Qur‟an and his Sunnah (traditions), both of 

which constitute the “Shariah”, Islamic way of life. The truth that must be told is that 

Muslims all over the world still dream only of their glorious past. There is no serious attempt 

anywhere in the globe today to challenge the non-Islamic ideologies and particularly, the 

modern liberal democracy, as the great Muslim revivalists did by openly and strongly 

condemning any ideology alien to Islam. While the Islamic democratic conception 

recognizes man the presence of God and endows man with a significance that transcends 

political or social value. Thus the Islamic democracy is sacred against all others that are 

secular. 
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The paper, therefore, discusses and identifies the various issues connected or involved in 

democracy, the relationship between democracy and Islam, the challenges and possible 

Islamic alternatives for the overall national development. 

Islam 

The word “Islam” means submission to the will of God (Allah). The name Islam is given by 

Allah in the Qur‟an thus; 

This day I have perfected your way of life for you my favour 

upon you and have chosen for you Islam as your religion.     

Q. 5:3. 

According to Smith (1954): 

Of all the religious traditions the Islamic traditions was seen 

to be the one with abuit-in-name. The world Islam occurs in 

the Qur‟an an itself, and Muslims are insistent on rising this 

term to designate the system of their faith. It contrast to what 

has happened to or with other religious communities as we 

have partly seen, this is not a name devised by outsiders, 

those inside resisting or ignoring of finally accepting. On the 

contrary, it is them who proclaimed it and teach it to others. 

Muslims: 

Muslims are those who accept the will of Allah as revealed to 

and practiced by Prophet Muhammad (SAW).  

Allah stated in the Qur‟an that: 

And strive in His cause, as ye ought to strive (with sincerity 

and under discipline) He has chosen you, and imposed no 

difficulties on you in way of life. It is the way of life of your 

father Abraham. It is He who has named you Muslims, both 

before and in this (Revelation). Q. 22:78. 
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Democracy  

In terms of the importance of government, it is enough to assert that there has never been a 

community that survives without a government. This assertion is not only peculiar to modern 

man or situation, because for generations and from ancient times, the renowned thinkers and 

philosophers of the world in the course of history have stressed it. For instance, Aristotle‟s 

classification of government might be a good starting point. Aristotle and many who 

followed him have connected democracy with broad power sharing in contrast with the rule 

of the one of few. It is the extent of power sharing and the degree of power concentration and 

dispersion in a democracy that have been a matter of debate over the years. Yet, whatever 

democracy is or not, it remains a form of government with tremendous appeal to must 

people, since democracy is thought to bring with it political freedom from arbitrary rule and 

oppression or restraint. In the world today, democracy is by far the most popular form of 

government. There is hardly any leader who does not want to be seen as a democrat or a 

regime that does not seek to be democratic. 

Though as form of political organization, democracy has a long history of intellectual and 

theoretical recognition. The question of what constitutes democracy is albeit as old as the 

idea of democracy itself. Yet like must concepts within the discipline of political science, it 

has not been amenable to easy definitional conceptualization. Hence, to date, it has not been 

ease to define the term democracy. The reasons being that the attempted ideological to 

psycho due to the different orientational persuasions of theorists. 

Democracy observed one author, is “one of those troublesome words which means all things 

to all people. Notwithstanding of the aforementioned, most scholars will want to proceed 

from its often cited two Greek words origin, namely “demos” which means “the people” and 

“Kretein” which means “the rule”. As first combined by Herodotus, democracy refers to an 

arrangement whereby all the people in a political setting came together from time to time to 

deliberates on issues that affect them. To Noem Chomsky, democracy is a simple term is “a 

society is democratic so far as the public can play a significant role in managing their own 

affairs. Also, as clearly put in brief by Adam Prezeewoski who says that “at a minimum, 

democracy involves both the provision of means to pursue the representation of diverse 
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interest in government and institutionalization of mechanism to hold rulers accountable to the 

public will-including mechanism that allow for the peaceful removal of government from 

power. Unfortunately, today in many countries and particularly, the underdeveloped 

countries of Africa, democracy is often seen as “the government of the few-minority, with an 

express opinion of the masses-majority.” So to Aristotle, if many cannot rule for the benefit 

of all, then democracy is not a good form of government as it will definitely lead to mob-

rule. He therefore, prefers aristocracy which is the rule of the upper class for the benefit of 

all. 

Similarly, democracy has been viewed with skepticism by the very Western societies that are 

its originators of the contemporary liberal-democracy. While some argue that democracy is 

the best form of government, others have expressed doubt. Winston Churchill said that 

„democracy is the worst form of government, but there is nothing better.” 

Islam and Democracy  

The term democracy is a western carriage and when viewed in its historical perspective it 

conveys a secular commutation. Thus to speak of democracy in an Islamic system may 

appear contradictory in terms of ideology (Abdulfatah, 2008). The Islamic political system is 

clearly different in justifying people‟s participation, speak of democratic values which 

oppose to tyranny, values freedom, the advancement of technology and the promotion of 

human rights. In principles, Islamic governance has its characteristics and specification that 

makes it more superior to the “democratic government that are well known at the present 

time.” According to (Fukuya, 1992) Islamic democratic concept is different from the French, 

Russian or Chinese because “Islam endows man with a significance that transcends any 

political or social value. While the other definitions detect in man the presence of humanity 

and society, the Islamic democratic conception recognizes in man the presence of God 

(Allah). Thus, the Islamic definition of democracy is sacred while the others are secular. 

At any rate, democracy, as hypocritically preached by the West, is a form of government that 

teaches man the art of administration through political activities. It does not solve the basic 

problems of man falling within the field of moral and ethical values. It is not aware of man‟s 

spiritual awakenings. It is secular in nature and all decisions are based on which and 
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sentiments of members in the three arms of government who supposed by represent the 

masses. 

Although Muslims have argued for and against democracy and they have waitressed 

adaptation of democracy for Islamic governance by some Muslim nation in contemporary 

period, yet Islam as an ideology has no link with democracy. An attempt at exporting 

democracy to Muslim world is a clear manifestation of Western cultural imperialism. Islam 

is an original and instinct system of life endowed unto mankind by Allah. It is quite 

comprehensive and its political system is embracing and incisive. 

On the relationship between Islam and democracy, there are so many analyses on this issue 

depending on the interpretation of democracy adopted. But there is consensus that Islamic 

precepts allowed for the flourishing of democracy. Even Fukuya (1992), the western 

intellectual who has no sympathy for Islam, writing on religious and democracy commented 

thus; 

These religious may be compatible with democracy –Islam, 

in particular, establishes no less than Christianity the 

principle of universal human equality but they are very hard 

to reconcile with liberalism and the recognition of universal 

rights, particular freedom of conscience or religion.  

The Muslims intellectual Bennabi, who was influenced by the idea of Rashid Rida and 

Muhammad Abdu, has written on Islam and democracy, however, his most importance 

concern through this life is the adaptation of Islamic values to modernity. According to him 

Muslims failed in absorbing technology “because they borrowed failing ideologies, such as 

„Marxism and the liberal democracy, without attempting to recapture. The best values that 

were proceeded by Islamic civilization.” Though democracy in Bennabi‟s conception is “the 

result of human‟s cultural development, and not just transfers of power to the masses or to a 

sovereign people by virtue of a body of laws. 

Despite variant in people perceptions on democracy, to a lay man‟s definition, democracy is 

the government of the people by the people and for the people. In principle democracy is 

characterized by popular sovereignty of the people, equality, liberty, free and fair elections, 
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rule of law etc. notwithstanding these features of modern liberal democracy, it is thus in 

disagreement with Islam, even though Islam is also based on equality of all before Allah and 

recognizes the worth of the people. Yet it is not tolerable to opinions that contradict the 

injunctions in the Islamic blueprints. Even in the conception of equality there are differences 

in the sense that Islam recognizes differences between people but these differences should 

not be over emphasized. Thus Islam maintains that all humans are socially equal and must 

therefore be given the same opportunities for development and self-expression (Abdulfatah, 

2008). 

By and large, what is the problem between Islam and democracy as it is understood by the 

pro-democracy? The answer to this question is not farfetched. To the pro-democracy and 

particularly, the west, who are the originators of democracy, nothing is eternal and 

everything could be changed as long as the people desire such. They consider no eternal 

values, people could decide to legalize anything that has been made illegal by divine 

ordinance. Islam on the contrary has a strong legal side and the Shariah has defined the 

permissibility and the unit of human activity. 

Challenges  

It is a matter of serious concern that the result from the political and cultural disintegration 

which the Muslims countries suffers today. Quite a good number of advent students of Islam 

have exposed themselves to hold-truth and the adverse propagandist writings without being 

adequately equipped and trained to challenge distortions of facts in the knowledge they have 

acquired. The immediate challenge or task, therefore, is the acquisition of the knowledge of 

Islam of the proper channels, which is the Islamic blueprints; as well as the channels and 

components of Islam leaving. Thus the magnificent response of the early Muslim scholars in 

the elaboration of the entire conceptual basis for Islam was a brilliant exercise in which they 

captured something of the inscrutable will of Allah and the wisdom of his messenger. 

However, the march of history as engineers by man misguided him with inevitable 

consequences. The abuse of political theory cost them their freedom and brought 

disintegration of the totality of Islamic thought and political arrangement. 
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The challenge of course, produced the minds and the mind produced way which to this day 

continues to provide great stability to the intellectual horizon and spiritual fabric of Islam. At 

the moment the predicament of the Muslims may be compared in one sense with the position 

of the early Muslims on whom the onus of pinioning down with precision the terms of the 

civilization of Islam. Yet, the contrast between them in nature and ability of their striking 

power seems so hopelessly marked that nothing short of a major offensive to half the further 

disintegration of the minds of the Muslims can save the situation. 

In a clear term, Islam as an ideology has no link with Western democracy, Islam is an 

original and distinct system of life quite comprehensive and its political system is all 

encompassing, incisive and embracing. The political system of Islam is based on the pure 

“rule of law” and it is a great step forward in establishing the modern concept of “state” and 

in an Islamic state‟ where the principles of politics is dictated by the Shariah, there is always 

peace, stability, security and tranquility enjoyed by the citizens. As a form of governance-

particularly to the Muslims state, it lasted from the nomination or pontification of Abubakar 

(RA) the first caliph in the seventh century down to the twentieth century when the Islamic 

caliphacy went into obvious in Turkey in 1924. Ever since then Muslims everywhere have 

been supporting movements seeking to restore the Islamic political system or at least, to 

influence their existing governments to accommodate the Islamic way of life. Unfortunately, 

no considerable degrees of success have been recorded. 

Conclusion  

From the foregoing discussion, everything is clear to the effect that the religion of Islam has 

little if at all to share or to do with the modern liberal democracy, yet, it is not correct to 

conclude that Islam and Western liberal democracy cannot co-exist. In fact, the concept of 

Islamic teachings and practices is solely based on equity, justice, consultation and respect for 

all fundamental rights. Though, the concept of Western liberal democracy, in the form of a 

philosophy as being promoted in contemporary time is alien to Islam. The principle of 

governance in Islam is in the form of organization and not philosophy that are full of deceits 

and contradictions, and what really distinguishes the Islamic political system from the well-

known Western secular system is therefore, not the mechanism and methods of neither public 
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participation nor even the rate or volume of public participation. Rather, it is the legal or 

ethical framework (justifying public participation) that makes given governance Islamic or 

non-Islamic. Nonetheless, Islam as a religion and a complete way of life has bequeathed to 

humanity a civilization that has presented itself as the greatest in history. Once dominant at 

the global scene it bestowed to humanity enlightenment, knowledge and prosperity, thereby 

redeeming mankind from the misery and agony that it was thrown into. And while dominated 

and conquered by foreign powers and influence it has, unlike proceeding civilizations, 

resisted elimination or even complete burial in the sands of time. It has we are waitressing 

today, kept reasserting itself as a civilizational force to be reckoned with. Today Islamic 

civilization and its political arrangements has been acclaimed and even by the non-Muslim 

writers and thinkers in all their strands as the only unrelenting challenger to the dominant 

Western culture-democracy. 
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